
W.P.GRAND MASTERS’ HOCKEY ASSOCIATION 

MINUTES OF ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING: 18th November 2020 

 

1. PRESENT 

20 members attended the meeting: 11 in person and 9 via ZOOM. 

Note: George Frost attended on Zoom.      

2. APOLOGIES 

Apologies were recorded from: Rob MacKay; Mike Dalton, John Potgieter, Scotty Lucas, Bob 
Commin; Robbie Gracie; Stephen Kelly; John Donald. 

3. Adoption of the minutes of the AGM of the WPGMHA held at the WPCC on 31st October 
2019. Adopted: proposed Tony Hugget; Seconded: Noreen Wonnacott   

4. Matters arising 
a. Proposed changes to the WPGMHA constitution : 

The chairman stated that a subcommittee consisting of G Barrett, D St Dare, T Huggett and R 
Freeman had met on a number of occasions and had developed a code of conduct. This had been 
distributed to members a month prior to the AGM for comment. At the same time a proposal to 
amend the constitution was distributed the introduction of the disciplinary code and procedure 
required a change to the WPGMHA constitution. He pointed out that before a motion to introduce 
the disciplinary process and code could be introduced the constitution needs to be changed and a 
vote of 2/3 was required. It was then put to the meeting that the change to the constitution as set 
out in the prepared document and attached to these minutes be adopted by the meeting  In the 
absence of any objections to the amendment to the constitution it was proposed by C Haley 
seconded D St Dare and adopted unanimously by the meeting.  
The chairman expressed his appreciation to the sub-committee for their input in proposing the 
change 

i. WPGMHA Disciplinary flow chart and procedure. 
Prior to proceeding with the adoption of the code and procedure B Webster proposed that if the 
person receiving the red card felt that there was a gross mistake by the umpire that the suspension 
of the player should be placed on hold until the disciplinary hearing. 
G Barrett requested than D St Dare respond to proposal 
D St Dare stated that the disciplinary code and procedure had been considered against the 
background of FIH rules. The issuing of a red card was for a serious offence or in respect of a 
series of offences each requiring a form of suspension. A concession of a green card applied in the 
last 5 minutes of a game. It was felt that a red card may not be sufficient following an infringement 
and therefore automatic suspension followed. The procedure proposed in the WPGMHA Procedure 
provided for a period of up to 12 days for the matter to be appealed. Umpires were required to 
submit their reports and for all procedures to be implemented within 12 days. It was believed that 
the proposed procedure was fair and that the implementation of the red card was consistent with 
FIA regulations and applied throughout. 
B Webster agreed in principle with a procedure but if the Umpire had made a mistake and the 
player was suspended but did not object then the suspension should continue. 
D St Dare pointed out that they had been discussions with him, the Chairman and the Umpires but 
it was felt that it would not be fair to the 21 other players on the field if the suspension was not 
implemented  
T Hugget added that players and umpires were human and issuing a red card was not done 
maliciously. During the suspension the case would be reviewed and if there was an error of 
judgement the red card could be expunged and removed from the record but the procedures had to 
be followed. 

ii. Adoption of disciplinary subcommittee recommendations: 
Following the discussions and explanations of the background to the Code and Disciplinary 
procedures the meeting voted and adopted both items with one abstention.  
Proposed G Barret, Seconded E Fisher 
Following the adoption it was proposed and the only red card issued be expunged from the record. 
It was noted the Red card had not recorded by WPHU. 
Proposed D St Dare, Seconded T Hugget 

b. Appointment of sports therapist - The Chairman announced that following feedback 
from the majority of members M Mohan would be appointed as Sports therapist 



c. Professional approach to the winter/summer league 
i. 4 team league:  
The Chairman referred to effort to uplift skills and fitness levels of players by 
introducing a league, this had been implemented Pre and post Covid. The 
general view was that the introduction of the league had resulted in an 
improvement to skills and fitness.  
The chairman expressed appreciation to S Sherman who had donated two 
league trophies: the winning team and top scorer.   

ii. Dedicated coaches, managers and captains  
The Chairman expressed appreciation to the Coaches, Managers, Administrator 
and captains for their commitment to ensure the leagues success.  

iii. Appointment of head coach: Work in progress 
iv. Fitness levels: The Chairman reported on the introduction of a biometric 

process as a contribution to fitness assessment. 
v. Biokinetic evaluation: G Barret reported on the introduction of a biokinetic 

assessment which had begun to assess fitness levels and set a yardstick for 
improvement. This had been applied to the full age range and a report on the 
whole group of 16 participants was expected. D St Dare supported the program 
with his own personal results 

vi. Umpiring program: C Hayley reported on the introduction of an umpiring 
online course. Four people had completed the course: B Alcock, L Bobrow, G 
Munro, C Haley. A number of players had shown an interest.  
J Cadman suggested the Applicant the umpires be given special shirts to wear. 
However, provided that the umpires don’t wear the same tops as the games 
they play in, this would not proved to be a problem 

d. Ladies teams: 
 N Wonnacott reported that despite her efforts to encourage ladies to join Grand masters 
the ladies whom she had discussions with chose to remain in the +55 Masters Leaguers 

5. New Items 
a. Covid 19 implications for hockey  

SAHA and WPHA rulings and WPCC requirements  
N Wonnacott reported that the SAHA ruling regarding return to play under Covid regulations had 
been implemented. Games and practices were being monitored as required. She added that at a 
camp a 55 year old player had contracted Covid and had affected other players. This illustrated the 
importance of preventing anyone exposed to Covid not to play hockey and also not sitting close to 
each other in the club after a game 

b. IPT Johannesburg  26th 27th 28th February 2021 
B Webster stated that the IPT for the 26, 27, 28 February would be taking place at the Randburg 
Astro. Teams have been selected and the Road Lodge booked. No fixtures had been received as 
yet. 

c. Amalgamation Masters and Grand Masters  
B Webster reported that the Masters and Grandmasters associations were going to be 
amalgamated into one organisation as per the requirements from SAGHA. However items such as 
bank accounts and tournaments would remain with each of the organisations. Two seats, one for 
each organisation would be available on SAHA and voting will be done jointly. A representative 
from each organisation would need to be appointed from March 2021.  He expected this matter to 
be discussed at the SAGMHA AGM in February 
D St Dare responded by saying that he had no problems with the amalgamation but that it came 
across as a fait accompli. He emphasized the importance of the amalgamation being ratified by 
Provinces before a final decision was made at the SAGMHA AGM in February 2021. 

d.  Chairman's report 
The chairman referred to the items that had already been discussed above. His objective was to lift 
the spirit, skill and fitness levels of all players. This was being done but the proof of these efforts 
would manifest at the IPT in February. He was hoping that the IPT teams would uplift their skills and 
fitness by that time. Efforts were also being made at Sunday training. As chairman he was available 
to listen to any issues raised by members and respond to requests and their requirements. He 
recorded his appreciation for the support that he had received as these had contributed to the 
achievements. Feedback from members was positive but he was open to suggestions on how more 
improvements could be made. The meeting extended congratulations and appreciation to the 
chairman on his leadership. 

e. Financial report.-  



N Wonnacott referred to the financial statements that had been circulated to all members prior to 
the meeting. She expressed her appreciation to B Alcock for reviewing the statements 
emphasizing that they had not been audited. The cost to audit the statements would be of the 
order of R5000. She posed that at the next AGM that the finances be "reviewed" by a Chartered 
Accountant.  She also corrected the income statement where it had shown a "loss" and should 
have shown a "profit".  
The chairman proposed that the constitution should be changed from "audited" statements to 
"reviewed" statements. The meeting accepted this amendment.  
Proposed: T Hugget seconded G Barrett. 

i. Banking account N Wonnacott stated that approximately R73000 was in the 
WPGMHA account. 

ii. Weekly games fee. it was agreed that the weekly game fee of R50 would remain 
iii. Sunday training.   Sunday training had been a success and will continue. An 

assessment needed to be made of the costs and availability of the fields at 
Constantiaberg and WPCC. N Wonnacott will discuss this with B Alcock and based 
on the options R Birt will solicit player preferences. 

iv. Capitation fee: R Birt reported that 10 players and staff are paid the capitation fee 
of R330. He emphasized the importance of players paying this money before the 
IPT 

6. Up-coming tournaments 
a. S.A.LADIES 60+ 

VENUE: CAPE TOWN 
DATES: 18 SEPTEMBER 2021 TO 27 SEPTEMBER 2021 

b. S.A.MEN 60+,65+ AND 70+ 
VENUE: TOKYO 
DATES: 07 NOVEMBER 2021 TO 17 NOVEMBER 2021 

c. RSA 2021 IPT Grand Masters 
Venue: Randburg 
Dates: 26th, 27th and 28th February 2021 

d. RSA 2022 IPT Grand Masters 
Venue: Durban KZN 
Dates: to be announced 

7. Election of office bearers. 
B Webster announced the Applicant he would not be available to serve for the new committee. The 
Chairman thanked him for his involvement and contribution. The meeting supported the 
appreciation with a round of applause 
All the other committee members made themselves available to serve for the new year:    

a. Chairperson: K Luff 
b. Secretary: R Birt 
c. Treasurer: N Wonnacott  
d. C Haley, G Barret 

8. General Discussion 
D Marnewick reminded the members that Rethink Health is a company providing online video 
exercises, specifically for strengthening and general fitness. It is offering every WP Grandmaster 
FREE PREMIUM MEMBERSHIP until end Feb 2021. The link is www.rethinkhealthonline.com and 
the code wpgm21 to sign in. 
D St Dare on behalf of the members thanked the committee for their efforts during the year and 
those who had made themselves available to look after WPGMHA. It had been a good season and 
hopefully the IP will show positive results.  
9. NEXT A.G.M. 

Date to be advised.  

The meeting closed at 20:30 

DISTRIBUTION  

By Secretary Rob Birt 

 

 
 

 



 

 


